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You’re Being Filmed
Following his retirement from office, Rafael Correa
has mainly been active as a social network troll,
blasting his former vice president and successor,
Lenín Moreno, with online dispatches from his attic in
Belgium for failing to stick to a game plan that would
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last week. The juicy Latin spy story notwithstanding,
at this stage, the legal consequences look to provide
the most interesting potential implications. Correa
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This marks the first time that the former president

commander on Ecuadorian soil, but its activities

himself faces being directly implicated in a crime,

appear to have focused solely on local citizens.

even amid the gigantic evidence of corruption and

Rommy Vallejo, whom Moreno kept on as the

fiscal irresponsibility that brave individuals reported

agency’s director, blamed the presidential security

under Correa and that Moreno has confirmed in his

service for the camera. Regardless of who is

first few months in office. Moreno said that an

ultimately responsible, the prosecution has dragged

international team of specialists would be hired to

its feet investigating the hacking of e-mails of Correa

help clear up the matter; the prosecution too has said
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transmission technology. Some cables strangely
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appeared cut, when that happened remains unknown.

After a two-and-a-half year absence, Petroecuador

Photographs of the evidence remain unavailable. It is

returned to the spot oil market in triumph, selling

surprising, however, that the prosecutor provided

2.16m barrels of Oriente-grade crude oil to Glencore,

information about the investigation at this early stage.

the highest bidder, at 51 cents above West-Texas

How the prosecution handles the case will provide

Intermediate, the benchmark for Ecuador’s oil. While

another test of loyalty after the prosecutor general

most of the bids remained below the benchmark, the

Carlos Baca, a former legal aide of Correa, charged

price the Oriente crude for September delivery

vice president Jorge Glas with a comparatively lesser
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charge of criminal conspiracy - basically saying that

necessarily be condemned to an eternal discount on

he failed to prevent the corruption acknowledged by

spot markets. This early reward to changes in

Brazilian infrastructure company Odebrecht - rather

international oil sale policy may well lead to further

than accepting bribes or embezzlement. Whether

changes in strategy at the company. Basking in their

Moreno trusts Baca will become more evident on

success, new executives at the company said that the

October 2, when he presents the questions of his

next spot sale of an as yet undetermined amount will

referendum to the general public. The severe charge

go ahead in the first quarter of 2018.
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Since the end of August, crude prices have rallied

as the investigation continues. The scandal has also

a significant 11% to close to $50 from $45, amid

served to remind Ecuadorians how the Correa

mixed news (hurricane Harvey shut down refining

administration spied on its own citizens, even

capacity, leading to higher oil stocks, but also

reduced output in the Gulf of Mexico). The sale result

dozens protested against Villavicencio’s potential

gave the state oil companies and oil ministry a helpful

arrest in front of his building in Quito Monday night).
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according to oil minister Carlos Pérez, himself a
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career private-sector oilman. Ahead of the sale,

too negative and thus handed oil traders unjustifiably

analysts spoke of an expected price around $43,

handsome profits, with the connivance of Correa and
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other officials including vice president Glas. He

Ecuadorian crude grades. In the aftermath of the sale,
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According to information Pérez has provided in

strategy in Ecuador remains somewhat clouded by

recent weeks, Ecuador is about halfway through

the belief that commodity traders are somehow evil

repaying the 1.1b barrels it committed to deliver

profit-skimmers, rather than providing a service.
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success in uncovering corruption in the oil industry,
particularly in oil sales, earned him the hatred of
president Correa and an arrest warrant for allegedly
publishing government secrets. Villavicencio briefly
returned to the spotlight in Quito last Monday when
he presented a 105-page dossier since handed to
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